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It is extremely likely that the malaria vaccines currently in de-
velopment will be used in conjunction with treated bednets and
other forms of malaria control. The interaction of different in-
tervention methods is at present poorly understood in a disease
such as malaria where immunity is more complex than for other
pathogens that have been successfully controlled by vaccination.
Here we develop a general mathematical model of malaria trans-
mission to examine the interaction between vaccination and bed-
nets. Counterintuitively, we find that the frailty of malaria immunity
will potentially cause both synergistic and antagonistic interactions
between vaccination and the use of bednets. We explore the con-
ditions that create these tensions, and outline strategies that mini-
mize their detrimental impact. Our analysis specifically considers the
three leading vaccine classes currently in development: preerythro-
cytic (PEV), blood stage (BSV), and transmission blocking (TBV). We
find that the combination of BSV with treated bednets can lead to
increased morbidity with no added value in terms of elimination;
the interaction is clearly antagonistic. In contrast, there is strong
synergy between PEV and treated bednets that may facilitate elim-
ination, although transient stages are likely to increase morbidity.
The combination of TBV with treated bednets is synergistic, lower-
ing both morbidity and elimination thresholds. Our results suggest
that vaccines will not provide a straightforward solution to malaria
control, and that future programs need to consider the synergistic
and antagonistic interactions between vaccines and treated bednets.
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Over 500 million annual cases of malaria worldwide kill
roughly 1–3 million people and severely dampen economic

growth and vitality in many African countries (1, 2). Although
there are great challenges in developing a highly effective malaria
vaccine, progress has accelerated considerably in last decade with
∼25 vaccine candidates at different stages of development (3).
Farthest along is the preerythrocytic RTS,S vaccine, shown in
recent phase III clinical tries to be between 25% and 50% effec-
tive against the disease (4, 5) and receiving a World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) recommendation to begin its use in 2015
provided it gains approval. Other candidates are also showing
increased promise (6, 7). Malaria immunity is more complex,
however, than that generated by other pathogens that have suc-
cessfully been controlled by vaccination in the past (8–11), and is
believed to provide protection only for 1–2 y (5). Therefore, for
vaccination programs to be effective, a mixture of tactics will be
needed, including levels of vaccine coverage similar or higher to
those achieved for measles, but repeated annually throughout life.
It follows that multiple approaches will be vital, and there will be a
critical need to understand interactions between vaccines and trea-
ted bednets, and in particular, how these will modify and shape the
immunological and susceptibility profile of the host population (8).
Here we develop a general model for the transmission dynamics

of Plasmodium falciparum (Pf), the parasite responsible for the
deadliest malaria in humans, and we examine the interaction
of two different forms of intervention against malaria: treated

bednets and each of the three major malaria vaccine families
currently in development. In the past decade, insecticide-treated
bednets (ITN) and long-lasting insecticide-treated nets have proven
to be highly effective in reducing rates of malaria mortality in young
children (12–14); differences between these are discussed in
Methods. [Note that we use ITN to represent both insecticide-
treated bednets and long-lasting insecticide-treated nets (LLINs)].
Mosquito nets act as physical barriers that provide personal pro-
tection against malaria to those using them, and insecticide
treatment of the nets adds a chemical barrier, which either kills or
repels, further reducing human–vector contact and increasing the
protective efficacy for the individuals using the nets (12). High
levels of treated bednet use are thought to reduce the overall
vector population, hence also providing residual protection for the
general community, including those who do not sleep under nets;
an effect that is analogous to herd immunity (15–17). A recent
study shows that relatively modest coverage (∼60%) may be suf-
ficient for achieving equitable community-wide benefits (18).
Nonetheless, according to WHO, neither treated bednets nor in-
door residual spraying (IRS) will be sufficiently effective alone to
achieve and maintain interruption of transmission to the point of
elimination in endemic areas of Africa (1, 19–21). It is therefore
recognized that there is priority in identifying new approaches for
combining different strategies such as future vaccines (18, 22).
Vaccines could also provide an alternative means of protecting
people, particularly in areas where malaria is transmitted by cre-
puscular or diurnally active mosquitoes, and would also help
protect people who need to work at night in areas where
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mosquitoes are active (23–26). Therefore, the quest to develop
malaria vaccines continues apace (3, 6).
The complexity of malaria immunity has led vaccine development

to pursue multiple approaches, focusing on different stages of the
malaria life cycle (3, 7–9, 27). The leading vaccine candidates cur-
rently in development can be classified into three general families
(Fig. 1A): (i) preerythrocytic vaccines (PEVs), such as the RTS,S (4,
5), which reduce the chances of a person becoming infected, (ii)
blood-stage vaccines (BSVs), which reduce the level of disease se-
verity and fatality, and (iii), transmission-blocking vaccines (TBVs),
which target the sexual stages of the parasite and disrupt the malaria
transmission cycle. In contrast to the first two, the TBV provides
very limited benefit to the people vaccinated but potentially reduces
the rate at which they infect others; for this reason it is commonly
referred to as an altruistic vaccine (28–30). These three vaccine
types are fundamentally different in their mode of action, and our
modeling framework is constructed to capture how each of these
integrates into the malaria transmission system. The model provides
the means to both assess their interaction with other interventions
such as treated bednets, as well as to compare between these three.
A fundamental challenge is how to correctly assess benefits of

intervention (31–33) and how to appropriately quantify malaria
disease burden (34–36); these measures obviously require a clear
definition of an end goal (37–39). In highly endemic areas, young
children under the age of 5 are at the highest risk of contracting
severe clinical malaria (40). Hence one of the principle goals of
malaria control has been to reduce mortality in younger age
groups; this reduction is often the sole measure for quantifying
the effectiveness of different interventions (41–44). In contrast,
in regions where malaria transmission is lower or unstable, sig-
nificant mortality and morbidity occurs in people of all ages (35);
thus success in reducing malaria mortality rates in early child-
hood does not necessarily reflect reduction in mortality and/or
morbidity in the older age classes (45). Our model therefore

considers the clinical risks of malaria for several age groups (Fig.
1B), which also allows us to track changes in age dependency
ratios following different forms of intervention. Because we are
interested in the changes in clinical risks of malaria, we do not
explicitly track case fatality but rather use morbidity as a general
description for all forms of clinical disease, including mortality.
(Note that explicitly incorporating disease-induced mortality into
our model produces qualitatively identical results.)

Results
Calculation of the basic reproductive rate of our model (R0)
provides a clear analytical expectation of how vaccine and treated
bednets reduce infection prevalence and potentially lead to
elimination (16, 46), highlighting several well-known targets of
control (Methods): decreasing biting rate (β); increasing infection
clearance (σ); increasing bednet coverage (b); increasing in-
secticide treatment of bednets and its effectively of killing (ξ);
decreasing vector mobility («); decreasing transmissibility from
vectors to hosts (τMH); decreasing transmissibility from hosts to
vectors (τHM), and from vectors to hosts (τMH; e.g., through vac-
cine; Fig. 1D); and decreasing the ratio of vectors to humans host
(e.g., through bednet use).
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However, this measure does not give insight on the indirect
effects that intervention has on age-dependent patterns of host
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Fig. 1. (A) Vaccines interfering with the Pf life cycle: BSV protects from clinical disease but does not break the life cycle of the parasite because it does not
block infection. PEV blocks infection, implying that hosts are both protected from disease and that the life cycle of Pf is broken. TBV does not provide any
protection from disease, but it reduces the likeliness of secondary infections, hence breaking the life cycle of Pf (SI Appendix, section IV). (B) A sketch of the
basic compartmental model with coupled hosts and vector dynamics (SI Appendix, sections I and II): mosquitoes are either susceptible to infection (MS) or
infected (MI), whereas the human population is structured by (i) age: young children under the age of 5 (J + IJ) vs. older children and adults (S + IS + R + IR); (ii)
infection status: infected hosts (IJ + IS + IR) vs. noninfected hosts (J + S + R); and (iii) disease risk: hosts susceptible to clinical disease (IJ + IS) vs. hosts with partial
protective immunity susceptible only to mild or asymptomatic infections (IR) (Methods). By differentiating these classes, we can express the general occurrence
of morbidity relative to asymptomatic infection and distinguish between morbidity in adults vs. young children (47). Transmission of infection takes place
from infected mosquitoes to susceptible humans (τMH, in blue), and from infected humans to susceptible mosquitoes (τHM, in red). Treated bednets can reduce
the biting rate β by providing physical and chemical barriers between mosquitos and humans. Duration of infection is 1/σ (d), 1/δ is the duration of natural
immunity (y), and 1/κ = 5 y, the time children spend in the juvenile age group. (C) A vaccinated state is defined for each host class (VJ, VS, and VR). We consider
young children are vaccinated at a higher rate than the rest of the population (νJ >> νS and νR) and the possibility that naturally immune hosts may be less
susceptible to infection (τMH,J, τMH,S ≥ τMH,R ) and/or less infectious to mosquitoes when infected (τHM,IJ, τMH,I,S ≥ τMH,I,R; shades of green, blue, and red, re-
spectively). Vaccine protection lasts 1/ω (y), but depending on vaccine type hosts may still be susceptible to infection (IVJ, IVS, and VIVR). A generalized version
of the model with multiple age groups is provided in SI Appendix, section II. (D) The level of bednet coverage needed to cross the elimination threshold (R0 ≤
1; Eq. 1) as a function vaccine effort log (νJ). Parameters: NH = 5,000, NM = 5,000, β = 0.5, « = 0.2, ξ = 0.4, 1/σ = 60 d, 1/δ = 1/δV = 2, 1/κ = 5 y, 1/αJ = 1/αS = 1/μH =
30 y, 1/μM = 20 d, λrainfall = NM × μM, and νJ = νS/100 = νR/100(y−1). For all classes, i = J,S,R: τMH,I = τHM,i = 0.5, for BSV, τMH,V = τHM,V = 0.5, for PEV, τMH,V = 0, and
for TBV, τMH,V = 0.5 and τHM,V = 0.
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morbidity because the relationship between transmission and
morbidity is not as straightforward as it is for viruses, which
create lifelong immunity; for malaria, protective immunity to
clinical disease requires repeated exposure (11, 47) and quanti-
fying the frailty of this immunity is central to the design of any
malaria control scheme. In our model we distinguish between
two types of infection: severe clinical disease occurring in young
children under the age of 5 or in older children and adults (these
compose the subgroups of humans suffering from morbidity in its
different forms); and mild or asymptomatic infection in older
children and adults (Fig. 1B). Our numerical simulations show
that the relationship between the fraction of the host population
using treated bednets and malaria prevalence and morbidity,
display the “peak shift” phenomenon, suggesting that reductions
in acquired immunity due to lower human–vector contact lead to
increased levels of susceptibility and disease in older children
and adults (Fig. 2A). This signature of immunity is a well-known
epidemiological pattern characteristic to all immunizing infec-
tions (48). Specifically for Pf, peak prevalence of the parasite
shifts to younger age groups as transmission intensity increases
(10, 11, 40), whereas morbidity in the overall host population
shifts to older age classes in areas of low-to-moderate transmis-
sion (10, 49). This outcome is relevant for control because it
delineates the groups that are most at risk from clinical disease
(35, 50); it also implies that reductions of transmission intensity
through any form of control will lead to age-dependent shifts in
malaria morbidity, from the young children to the older age
classes (45, 51, 52). A major concern is that such age shifts
caused by reductions in immunity at the population level may
also reflect individual loss of immunity, implying that suscepti-
bility of older hosts to severe disease is increasing (53). Thus,
interventions aiming to reduce transmission will not necessarily
reduce the burden of malaria (54, but see also refs. 55–57);
ultimately, this raises concerns about using levels of malaria in
young children as a simple index of regional malaria severity.
Although these malaria in young children may decline when
control is introduced, this will likely be matched by increased

malaria in older age classes, a concomitant increase of malaria
in older age classes is likely to follow.
The application of different vaccine types reveals several dis-

tinct patterns associated with host population immunity: PEV on
its own has a direct effect on the general force of infection be-
cause vaccinated hosts are essentially removed from the pool of
susceptibles. From the individual host level, this vaccine interferes
with the acquisition of natural protective immunity and with its
maintenance, but indirectly, it also leads to similar effects on the
general host population (whether vaccinated or not). Thus, PEV
leads to a shift in the peak of morbidity from younger ages to
older ones, generating a similar epidemiological effect to that
produced by bednets. In contrast, BSV does not interfere with the
cycle of transmission and its effects on the vaccinated hosts are
similar to those of naturally acquired immunity. Because exposed
hosts can still be infected asymptomatically, these infections will
build up and maintain protective immunity. Although vaccine
protection wanes after roughly a year or two (5), we find that in
circumstances of high transmission, BSV vaccinated hosts can
both gain and maintain natural protective immunity for their
whole lives, without ever having to experience episodes of clinical
disease. In contrast, in areas of lower transmission, this protective
immunity would eventually wane and hosts would have to depend
on frequent revaccination for protection. At the other extreme,
TBV does not provide any protection to the vaccinated host and
the only way to gain immunity is through clinical infection.
Unfortunately, the likeliness of maintaining this protection
deteriorates as vaccine effort increases because of the decline in
the general force of infection. We find that child morbidity is
effectively reduced with both PEV and BSV, whereas TBV has
very little benefit for children (SI Appendix, Fig. IV-2). However,
both PEV and TBV can lead to increased levels of adult mor-
bidity, whereas BSV is almost neutral, and even slightly positive,
in its effects on the adult population. BSV is superior to the
other two vaccines in this respect, because it can significantly
reduce the burden of illness on children without generating
costs for the rest of the host population. We see that an appro-
priate quantification of the benefits of intervention is not
straightforward; a clear shortcoming of BSV is that it would not
reduce the reservoir of the disease, and on its own would make
a weak candidate for elimination. In contrast, both PEV and TBV
reduce the elimination threshold of malaria.
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Fig. 2. (A) Changes in the ratio of adult to child morbidity with different
levels of bednet use, calculated by dividing levels of morbidity with in-
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light blue: « = 0.2, ξ = 0. SI Appendix, Fig. III-1 shows that with higher bednet
use child morbidity generally decreases while adult morbidity increases.
Notably, when bednets are treated with relatively mild repellent (« = 0.2)
they are less effective than those that are not treated (« = 0), indicating that
the repulsion of mosquitoes from nets is likely to have a counter-productive
effect that suppress their benefits if bednets do not also lead to enhanced
mosquito mortality. This can occur as the nets age and the bednet declines in
potency emphasizing the superiority of LLINs over ITNs. For further discus-
sion on the implications of repelling vs. killing for control see SI Appendix,
section III. (B) Relative morbidity as a function of bednet coverage calculated
by dividing total morbidity with bednets to that without them. (Left)
Without vaccine and (Right) with vaccine for BSV (red), PEV (blue), and TBV
(green), where children are vaccinated on average once a year. Parameters
are identical to those in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Combined intervention of treated bednets with BSV, PEV, and TBV.
(A–C) Contour plots show changes in total morbidity calculated by dividing
the observed level of morbidity with bednets by its level in their absence.
Cold colors represent synergistic interactions, and warm colors antagonistic
ones. (D–F) Absolute fraction of hosts suffering of clinical illness (morbidity).
Vaccine effort is defined as log(νJ). All other parameters are identical to
those in Fig. 2. In SI Appendix, section V, we demonstrate robustness of our
result to different epidemiological parameters and with multiple age classes.
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With our model we identify both synergistic and antagonistic
interactions in the combined application of treated bednets with
different vaccine types. The use of bednets in communities
treated with BSV can lead to increased levels of morbidity, which
can be even higher than those expected in the absence of nets
(Fig. 3A). However, these changes in morbidity levels are gen-
erally lower than would be expected for populations vaccinated
with PEV or TBV (Fig. 3 B and C). Nonetheless, because BSV
can play no role in promoting elimination on its own, it would be
necessary to use it in conjunction with treated bednets to achieve
this goal; this implies that unless vaccination levels are kept low,
the path to successful eradication with BSVs requires crossing over
an intermediate peak of enhanced morbidity (Fig. 3 A and D).
The application of treated bednets to communities treated

with PEV shows more complicated immunity patterns. We find
regions of decreased morbidity when vaccination levels are low,
but also increased morbidity when vaccination levels are high
(Fig. 3 B and E). In contrast to BSV, PEV can play a significant
role in promoting elimination (Fig. 3 A and D). To successfully
achieve this goal, however, a conflict arises: higher levels of both
PEV coverage and treated bednet use increase the likeliness of
elimination, but this also involves crossing a peak of enhanced
morbidity (Fig. 3B). Finally, in contrast to BSVs and PEVs, the
application of treated nets to communities treated with TBV
always leads to significant decreases in morbidity, while also in-
creasing the probability of elimination. Although TBV on its own
has minor benefits on population levels (in comparison with BSV
and PEV), the addition of bednet protection provides significant
benefits both on the population level and also directly to the
individuals using nets. The absence of an intermediate morbidity
peak highlights the uniqueness of TBV relative to the other two
vaccines (Fig. 3 C and F).

Discussion
Our analyses illustrate that use of mixed interventions against
malaria will create nonlinear responses that modify the way in
which human hosts acquire protection against future disease.
Though there are always short-term benefits to individuals that
use a bednet or receive a viable protective vaccine (PEV/BSV),
these may be accompanied by significant short-term costs to
those who are not using a bednet, but are exposed to increased
bites from the same mosquito population (Methods). On the
longer term, both protected and nonprotected hosts could also
suffer from loss of natural protective immunity as a consequence
of insufficient boosting of immunity.
Our results suggest that the combination of treated bednets

with transmission-blocking vaccines (also known as altruistic
vaccines) (7, 28) achieves the most efficient control. In contrast,
when treated bednets are combined with either blood or preeryth-
rocytic vaccines, then synergistic interactions reduce levels of
natural immunity in the population and increase levels of mor-
bidity in older age classes (see Fig. 4 for a summary). These
effects may be masked in malaria control programs that simply
use reductions in levels of infant mortality as an index of suc-
cess (see for example refs. 41–44).
Several patterns supporting predictions of our model have

been reported in African countries where signs of increasing
malaria morbidity of adults coincided with mass treated bednet
intervention over the past decade. Despite remarkable success in
reducing malaria burdens between 2000 and 2010 through the use
of treated bednets (12–14), the epidemiology of malaria in these
settings has also become more complex (50, 58–60), which is
likely reflective of transient dynamics of immunity (61). Notably,
in many of the Sub-Saharan African countries, trajectories of
adult and child mortality have been following seemingly un-
related trends over the past decade, with increasing ratios of adult
to child morbidity, as illustrated in SI Appendix, section VI. One
implication is the growing pressure on the productive population

reflected by changes in the age dependency ratio. High morbidity
and mortality clearly lead to major economic losses, particularly
when these imply higher dependency ratios and excess childhood
mortality. Nonetheless, the economic and social burdens of
malaria are still not fully understood and are weakly defined. In
financial terms, morbidity in our model can be directly reflected
by the disability-adjusted life years (62); this is a measure of
overall disease burden summarizing morbidity and mortality
caused by clinical malaria, and expressing the number of years
lost due to ill health, disability, or early death. Our findings
highlight the importance of monitoring the effects of intervention
across all age classes, and not only on young children (50).
Our results were shown to be robust to mode detailed age

structure and to variation in epidemiological parameters (SI Ap-
pendix, section V), except for unrealistic extremes of durations of
immunity and infectiousness comparable to host life span, which
would make the population dynamics essentially those of a patho-
gen such as measles. Besides short-lived antibody responses to
merozoites, strain diversity arising from variation in the major
blood-stage antigen Pf erythrocyte membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1)
is an additional process that effectively generates waning immunity
(Methods). This diversity is still poorly understood in local parasite
populations, particularly with respect to the enormous genetic di-
versity of the var multicopy gene family encoding PfEMP1 (63),
and its mapping to phenotypic diversity and ultimately to cross-
protection. Nonetheless, only if strain diversity were extremely low,
we would expect the lifelong protection of a single exposure to last
and to result in lifelong immunity. Given the large genetic diversity
of the var system, lifelong protection is unlikely to apply in endemic
regions. The questions of how strain diversity varies as intervention
progresses and reduces transmission, (i.e., how rapidly and to what
extent) are not well understood, although diversity is known to
decrease with prevalence geographically. The consequences of this
variation for vaccination should be investigated with more complex,
agent-based models such as in Artzy-Randrup et al. (64), where
exposure to different variants can explicitly be represented, as well

Fig. 4. A table comparing the three vaccine families in their direct and in-
direct effects on individual hosts, the overall host population, and their in-
teraction with treated bednets. 1We consider BSVs that provide protection
from clinical disease but without blocking infection or lowering trans-
mission. Some evidence from animal models and clinical trials are showing
that by reducing parasitemia, this vaccine may also reduce the production of
gametocytes and therefore, transmission [see review on BSV (75)]. In such
cases, if BSV fully blocks infection and/or transmission, the vaccine is effec-
tively equivalent to PEV in the way it disrupts the Pf life cycle, and we
therefore do not explicitly consider this option. Alternatively, we show in the
sensitivity table of SI Appendix that for BSV partly blocking infection and/or
transmission, our results do not change. 2As a by-product of blocking in-
fection. 3BSV and TBV allow hosts to get infected, and we therefore assume
natural immunity can be acquired and/or boosted while in a vaccinated state
(as would be the case in the nonvaccinated state). In contrast, because PEV
blocks infection, we do not consider natural immunity can be acquired
and/or boosted during this period. It should be noted, however, that for
a subgroup of PEV, antibodies against sporozoite proteins [such as circum-
sporozoite protein (CSP)] may potentially be boosted.
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as the dynamics of antigenic diversity per se, with the epidemiology
emerging from within-host and between-host dynamics. Similarly,
combining any type of vaccine with bednets is likely to initiate
conditions under which selection may occur for malaria strains of
increased virulence (65).
Considerable scientific and economic attention has rightly been

focused on the development of malaria vaccines in the hopes that
malaria can be successfully contained in the same way as smallpox,
measles, and other childhood diseases. Our results confirm that
each of the different types of vaccines has the potential to signifi-
cantly control malaria. However, our results also strongly caution
against the combined use of treated bednets and vaccines that di-
rectly protect those vaccinated, because this may lead to increased
morbidity in older individuals in the population who are likely to
also play a central role in the workforce. In contrast, the combi-
nation of treated bednets with transmission-blocking vaccines
seems to provide highly efficacious means of malaria control. Dif-
ferent combinations of control may be suited for different locations
and at different stages of local elimination (66). Simply assuming
that vaccines, bednets, and drug treatment will act synergistically is
likely to prove at best overoptimistic and potentially dangerous.

Methods
Transmission of Infection. Mosquitoes bite human hosts at a constant attack
rate (i.e., the total number of bites of a particular mosquito per unit time).
Following a biting event, the probability that an infected host transmits to
a susceptible mosquito depends on the rate of contact between susceptible
mosquitos (MS) to infected hosts (IJ, IS, IR), and on the probability of successful
transition from host to mosquito [τHM,I(J), τHM,I(S), τHM,I(R), respectively]. Simi-
larly, the probability that an infected mosquito transmits to a susceptible host
depends on the rate of contact between infected mosquitos (MI) to suscep-
tible hosts (J, S, R), and on the probability of successful transition from host to
mosquito (τMH,J, τMH,S, τMH,R, respectively). To simplify, we assume trans-
missibility is identical between all infectious classes and that mosquitos are
equally attracted to all human hosts, regardless of their epidemiological state
or immunological history (e.g., infected hosts with clinical symptoms are
equally likely to attract mosquitos as any of the other hosts); both assumptions
can easily be modified to reflect more complex possibilities. Our sensitivity
analysis in SI Appendix, section V shows that these simplifications do not have
a significant impact on our results, with the exclusion of two extreme sce-
narios: (i) only clinically ill hosts transmit, whereas asymptomatic ones do not,
or, alternatively, (ii) mosquitos have full preference for biting the clinically ill.

Acquisition and Boosting of Natural Immunity. The acquisition and boosting of
natural immunity to Pf infections is highly complex, involving multiple arms
of the immune system, and still not fully understood (47). We distinguish
between (i) immunity to clinical disease, gained during erythrocytic stages of
infection, principally conferred by anti-PfEMP1 antibodies and merozoite
antibodies, and (ii) immunity to infection, relevant to preerythrocytic stages
of infection, likely to be provided by CD8+ T cells against the liver stages, as
well as antibodies against sporozoite proteins, such as CSP. In cases where
natural immunity reduces parasitemia, this may lead to a reduction in
gametocytes production, hence lowering transmission.

In many endemic regions it is common to find that the reservoir of Pf
infection is significantly larger than the number of clinical cases (47).
Whereas natural immunity to clinical disease can be acquired after only
a few exposure events, sterilizing immunity (i.e., natural immunity to in-
fection) is likely to never be fully gained (47, 63). We capture this feature by
assuming that natural immunity following infection provides protection
from clinical disease, but never fully blocking infection itself. Hence, sus-
ceptible hosts can be in one of two states: (i) fully susceptible, where hosts
suffer from clinical disease if infected, or (ii) partially immune, where hosts
have immunity to clinical disease, suffering from only mild or asymptomatic
disease if infected, and possibly less infectious to susceptible mosquitoes due

to reduced production of gametocytes [i.e., τHM,I(i ) ≥ τHM,A(i )]. In such cases,
partial immunity may also make hosts less susceptible to becoming infected
[i.e., τMH,S(i ) ≥ τMH,R(i )].

Waning Immunity. An important assumption is that natural immunity wanes,
which is based on evidence showing that antibodies to merozoites antigens
are relatively short-lived compared with antibodies to other pathogens, such
as measles, that confer lifelong immunity (67) (report half-lives of 0.8–7.5 y).
In addition, although immunity against PfEMP1 can be long-lasting [as has
been shown for example for antibodies to Pfvar2 chondroitin sulfate A
(Pfvar2-CSA)], an effect of waning immunity would still arise due to the
diversity of these antigens in endemic regions [see, e.g., the simulations with
the agent-based model in Artzy-Randrup et al. (64), where PfEMP1 diversity is
explicitly incorporated]. That is, for this large and diverse multicopy gene
family, at the epidemiological level of the host population, an effect of waning
immunity arises when individuals are exposed to specific variable surface
antigens like PfEMP1 that they have not encountered before. Hence,
unless cross-protection is complete, we expect strain diversity to result in
waning immunity; although this is a different mechanism than short-lived
antibody responses to merozoites, both mechanisms lead to an effective
loss of protection with time.

Bednets. The rate at which a mosquito bites a nonprotected host is β(1 + «b/
(1 − b))/NH, where NH is the human population size, b is the product of bednet
efficiency and the proportion of humans using bednets (ranging from 0 to
1), and « is the efficiency of mosquitoes to target nonprotected hosts in
contrast to protected ones. To express mosquito foraging, i.e., the extent to
which mosquitos can successfully locate viable blood meals, we use a type II
functional response (68). Hence, when « = 0, mosquitoes invest equal effort
foraging between all hosts, but as « increases, vectors preferentially target
nonprotected hosts; this implies that for « > 0, the rate at which non-
protected hosts are bitten increases with higher levels of bednet use, as
would be the case when bednets are treated with a repellant. « also captures
the level of vector mobility, where physical restrictions on the movement of
vectors imply lower values of «. Studies are showing evidence of malaria
vectors changing their biological behavior due to high levels of bednet
coverage, including changes in the time of biting activity and changes in
feeding preference (21, 24, 69–72); in our model, this would be interpreted
as a selective advantage for higher levels of «. In addition to repellants,
bednets are commonly also treated with insecticides that increase vector
mortality after contact. Hence, ξ is defined as the probability of mosquito
mortality following an encounter with a treated net, and it follows that the
rate of such events is ξβb(1 − «). The value of ξ depends on the type of nets
being used, including the rate at which the nets are retreated with insecti-
cides (e.g., ITNs lose their efficiency after ∼6–12 mo in contrast to LLINs,
which stay effective for several years) (12); the levels of mosquito resistance
to insecticides; and the type of insecticide being used.

Calculating R0. The basic reproductive rate (Eq. 1) is calculated as the number
of secondary cases caused by a single infected mosquito in a fully susceptible
human population × the number of cases caused by a single infected human
in a fully susceptible mosquito population (73, 74), where N*H is the number
of susceptible hosts in a disease-free equilibrium when the population is
vaccinated (NH = N*H + N*V), N*M,b is the mosquito population size in the
presence of bednets such that N*M,b = λrainfall/(μM + ξβb(1 − «)), and τ*HM is
the average probability of successful transmission from an infected host
to a mosquito, such that for BSV, τ*HM = (N*H ×τHM + N*V × τHM,V)/(N*H + N*V); for
PEV, τ*HM = (N*H × τHM)/(N*H); and for TBV, τ*HM = (N*H × τHM)/(N*H + N*V).
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